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Attaching tags to items, such as books or movies, is found in many online systems. While a majority of these systems use binary tags,
continuous item-tag relevance scores, such as those in tag genome, offer richer descriptions of item content. For example, tag genome
for movies assigns the tag “gangster” to the movie “The Godfather (1972)” with a score of 0.93 on a scale of 0 to 1. Tag genome has
received considerable attention in recommender systems research and has been used in a wide variety of studies, from investigating
the effects of recommender systems on users to generating ideas for movies that appeal to certain user groups.

In this paper, we present tag genome for books, a dataset containing book-tag relevance scores, where a significant number of
tags overlap with those from tag genome for movies. To generate our dataset, we designed a survey based on popular books and
tags from the Goodreads dataset. In our survey, we asked users to provide ratings for how well tags applied to books. We generated
book-tag relevance scores based on user ratings along with features from the Goodreads dataset. In addition to being used to create
book recommender systems, tag genome for books can be combined with the tag genome for movies to tackle cross-domain problems,
such as recommending books based on movie preferences.
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1 BACKGROUND

Tags are keywords that concisely describe items, such as books, movies or audio recordings [17]. For example, the book
“Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone” could be tagged with “magic”, “wizard” and “school”. Tagging is a popular
feature in many online systems: MovieLens [5] allows users to attach tags to movies [24]. In Goodreads [2], users can
put a book on a shelf, which can be regarded as tagging, and Instagram [3] supports hashtags for pictures and videos.
While binary tags (tags that either apply to an item or not) are the most common kind of tag, tags can also include
continuous relevance scores, indicating the degree to which a tag applies to a given item. For example, although “Harry
Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone” is mostly about wizards, it also contains elements of family drama. Therefore, the
tag “family drama” could be applied with a relevance score of 0.3 on a scale from 0 (does not apply) to 1 (applies very
strongly).

To the best of our knowledge, tag genome for movies (movie-tag genome from now on) is the only publicly available
dataset that contains tag relevance scores [26]. Movie-tag genome encodes each movie as a vector, where each value
corresponds to a relevance score between 0 and 1. To generate this dataset, Vig et al. [26] collected data associated
with tags and movies, such as tag applications, movie ratings and reviews, and asked MovieLens users to indicate the
degree to which each tag applied to a given movie. The authors then built a machine learning model that was trained
on features extracted from the collected data and user responses to predict movie-tag relevance scores. This model was
recently improved by Kotkov et al. [16].

Movie-tag genome has received considerable attention from the recommender systems research community. It has
been used to calculate similarities between movies and describe them with tags [26], to investigate filter bubbles [20]
and to understand how users evaluate lists of recommendations [13]. It has also been used as a baseline for describing
movies [10, 21], differences between movies [12] and groups of movies to bootstrap new users [9]. It has also served as
ground truth for movie similarity [6, 7], to create novel recommendation algorithms [14] and as the basis for critiquing
recommender systems [18, 26]. Movie-tag genome has also been used to measure diversity and serendipity [19], movie
similarity to investigate serendipity [15], effects of exploration on users [23] and how users perceive movie similarity
[31]. Vo & Soh even used movie-tag genome to generate descriptions of movies that would appeal to certain user groups
[27].

In this paper, we present the tag genome for books (or simply book-tag genome), a dataset of book-tag relevance
scores. While book-tag genome can be used to create book recommender systems, it was specifically designed to be
combined with movie-tag genome via a substantial overlap in tags, allowing researchers to investigate cross-domain
recommendation problems. Examples of such systems include making cross-domain recommendations at the item level
[8], where users could be recommended books based on their interests in movies or bundles of movies and books [8].
Second, as tag genome supports critiquing, comparison and description tasks [26], a user could compare movies with
books using tags or be presented with a description of a movie based on similar books they have already read. Third,
researchers could conduct cross-domain studies to investigate the effects of recommender systems on users’ movie
and book consumption behavior. Lastly, the data could be used to improve item-tag relevance prediction via transfer
learning.

In brief, to build book-tag genome, we selected popular books and tags from the Goodreads dataset [28, 29], which
contains book ratings, book additions to shelves and reviews (Section 2.1.1). Based on this collection of books and
tags, we designed a survey, where users were asked to indicate the degrees to which tags applied to books (Section
2.1.2). We used user answers from the survey, along with features extracted from the Goodreads dataset, to generate
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book-tag relevance scores (Section 3). We freely distribute book-tag genome, together with raw data (Table 1) and
extracted features (Section 3) needed to generate relevance scores. The dataset is licensed under the Creative Commons
Attribution-NonCommercial 3.0 License and is available at https://grouplens.org/datasets/book-genome.

1.1 Terminology

In this paper, we refer to the following datasets:

(1) Item-tag genome dataset, includes items, tags and item-tag relevance scores (generated by a relevance score
prediction method to indicate the degree to which a tag applies to an item).

(2) Item raw dataset, includes items, tags, item-tag ratings and data related to items, such as tag applications, user
reviews and item ratings.

(3) Item-tag rating dataset, a subset of item raw dataset and only includes items, tags and item-tag ratings from
user surveys.

Each dataset has two versions: books and movies, i.e. movie-tag genome and book-tag genome. Item and tag data in the
book raw dataset is a subset of the Goodreads dataset [28, 29], while the movie raw dataset contains a combination of
data from MovieLens [5] and IMDB [4].

2 COLLECTING BOOK-TAG RELEVANCE RATINGS

In this section, we describe book-tag relevance ratings and their collection process.

2.1 Survey construction

2.1.1 Data selection. The tags we used in our survey were based on shelves from the Goodreads dataset [28, 29]. The
Goodreads dataset contains information on books and user interactions from the Goodreads website [2]. The dataset
contains 2,360,655 books and 15,700,468 user reviews. Each review contains a user rating on a scale of 1 to 5 stars with
the granularity of 1 star (549,961 ratings are unknown). Books can also belong to “shelves”, i.e. lists of books named and
organized by a user.

When selecting tags, we had the following objectives: (i) tags should be applicable to the contents of the book,
(ii) tags should correspond to shelves in the Goodreads dataset so that we can extract additional features for prediction
of relevance scores, and (iii) tags should intersect with those from the movie-tag genome.

We performed the following procedure to select tags and books for inclusion in the survey. We first prepared sets of
books and shelves for extraction:

(1) We extracted the 10,000 most popular books translated into or written in English from the Goodreads dataset
and 22,059 unique shelves, to which these books were added.

(2) We removed punctuation and extracted lemmas (base forms of words) from shelf names.

Next, we found the intersection between movie-tags and shelves:

(1) We lemmatized tags from the movie-tag genome, because they contained different forms of the same word,
e.g. “alien” and “aliens”.

(2) We matched movie-tags and shelves by their lemmas.
(3) Following [26], we removed shelves associated with fewer than 10 books from the intersection to exclude obscure

shelves. We also excluded movie-tags that were unrelated to book content, such as “best war films”, “book was
better” and “notable soundtrack”, which resulted in 741 shelves corresponding to 616 movie-tags.
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We combined the 1,000 most popular shelves with 741 shelves that corresponded to movie-tags to ensure that tags
described books well and were compatible with the movie-tag genome. This resulted in 1,345 lemmatized shelf names,
which corresponded to 1,667 shelves and had an overlap with 616 movie-tags.

Finally, we used lemmatized shelf names as book-tags and prepared them for the survey:

(1) We manually excluded tags which (i) did not describe book content, such as “paperback”, “1001 books to read”
and “series”, or (ii) represented only metadata, such as the author’s name or the year of publication. Two raters
marked the list of tags for exclusion with an almost perfect agreement (unweighted Cohen’s kappa: 0.88, p-value
< 10−15).

(2) We edited tags that were (i) erroneously shortened during lemmatization, e.g. "u history" was changed back to
"us history", or (ii) described the same concept, e.g. "ya" and "young adult" or "contemporary fiction" and "fiction
contemporary". This resulted in 826 tags corresponding to 1,207 shelves and 582 movie-tags.

(3) We removed tags that covered multiple concepts, e.g. “paranormal young adult” includes the tags “paranormal”
and “young adult”. When removing these tags, we took into account the number of books at the intersection of
multi-concept tags and their constituent sub-tags. For example, 99% of books tagged with “paranormal fantasy”
were also tagged with both “paranormal” and “fantasy”, leading to the removal of the “paranormal fantasy” tag.
However, we kept the tag “dark humor” because while 94% of books tagged “dark humor” were also tagged
“humor”, only 57% of them were tagged “dark”, suggesting that the combination of the two tags has a different
meaning.

After filtering, our subset consisted of 9,373 books due to the removal of duplicates and 727 book-tags, which
corresponded to 1,046 shelves. Filtering tags is particularly important because it allows us to avoid collecting superfluous
data in the survey and predicting redundant relevance scores later on. In the resulting set of tags, 85% were derived
from the top 10% of shelves in terms of popularity in the Goodreads dataset. To simplify the combination of book and
movie datasets in future research, we manually identified one-to-one relationships between book-tags and movie-tags,
which resulted in 512 book-tags that correspond to movie-tags.

2.1.2 Survey questions. The survey was conducted on Amazon Mechanical Turk [1]. Before starting the survey, users
were presented with information about the goals of the survey and were asked to rate a few book-tag pairs as a tutorial.
Users were then asked to select 10 books they have read using free-form text queries to search the list of available
books. Users were also presented with three books as recommendations: the two books with the fewest ratings in the
survey and one fake book to catch fraudulent survey responses.

Next, we asked users to indicate the degree to which a tag applies to books that the user has selected on a scale of 1
(“strongly disagree”) to 5 (“strongly agree”). If the user was unsure about the applicability of a tag, they could select
“not sure” (which is outside of the 1-5 scale). Users were asked to provide at least 30 ratings. If the user selected fewer
than ten books, they were asked to rate more tags related to their selected books so that the overall number of ratings
was at least 30. Optionally, users could continue rating book-tag pairs after providing the required number of ratings.

It is easier for users to rate a book-tag pair when they see extreme examples of the scale (the so-called anchoring
effect [21, 25]). Similar to [26], we included extreme examples in the book-tag questions. We picked tags that differed
the most for the selected books. For example, if the user picks “Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone” by J.K. Rowling,
“Winnie the Pooh” by A.A. Milne and “Fight Club” by Chuck Palahniuk, they will likely be asked to rate tags, such as
“animals” because “Winnie the Pooh” features animals and “Fight Club” does not, “dark” due to the inclusion of “Fight
Club”, and “wizards” due to the inclusion of “Harry Potter”.
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Table 1. Summary of raw datasets

Type of data Movie raw dataset Book raw dataset
Items 84,661 movies 9,374 books
Tag applications Applications of tags to movies (832,896 applications) Additions of books to shelves (46,750,123 additions)
User reviews Reviews written by users for movies in IMDB (2,624,608 reviews) Reviews written by users for books in Goodreads (5,307,626 reviews)
Item ratings Movie ratings from 1 to 5 (0.5 step) (28,490,116 ratings) Book ratings from 1 to 5 (1 step) (5,152,656 ratings)
Item-tag ratings Movie-tag ratings from 1 to 5 (1 step) (58,903 ratings) Book-tag ratings from 1 to 5 (1 step) (145,825 ratings)

To avoid low quality ratings, we excluded users that: (i) selected obviously wrong answers in the tutorial, (ii) indicated
that they cannot find any books they have read, and (iii) selected the fake (non-existent) book added to the list of
recommendations.

2.2 Data collection

For each survey respondent, our goal was to select tags for them to rate that were predicted to have very high and
very low relevance scores within the set of books they selected (the anchoring effect [21, 25]). To achieve this goal,
we needed to be able to estimate book-tag relevance scores. For the first portion of ratings, we predicted book-tag
relevance based on additions of books to shelves. After receiving 5,029 ratings from 43 users on 233 books and 192 tags
(4,373 book-tag pairs), we extracted features (Section 3) and trained the multilevel regression model described in [26] to
provide more precise relevance predictions.

Our goal was to cover as many books and tags as possible to provide a wide variety of examples for training models.
We, therefore, avoided collecting further ratings for a particular book-tag pair after obtaining at least five ratings. We
ran our survey in batches of 4-20% of all users included in the survey. After each batch, we analyzed the results and
applied different strategies to flatten the distribution of ratings among books and book-tag pairs, such as hiding books
which had already received a sufficient number of ratings and reranking book-tag pairs in the survey based on the
number of ratings per book-tag pair.

2.3 Collected relevance ratings

Overall, our book-tag rating dataset consists of 145,825 ratings from 986 users on 2,535 books and 727 tags (116,694
book-tag pairs) including 33,589 “not sure” ratings. We compared our dataset to the movie-tag rating dataset, which we
received from the authors of [26] and consists of 58,903 ratings from 679 users on 5,546 movies and 1,094 tags (45,914
movie-tag pairs) including 7,740 “not sure” ratings. Table 1 summarizes characteristics of tag genome for books and
movies. Figure 1 shows the main characteristics of our book-tag rating dataset. The book-tag ratings dataset differs
from the movie-tag rating dataset in the following ways:

(1) Our book-tag rating dataset contains more than twice as many ratings as the movie-tag rating dataset.
(2) The movie-tag rating dataset covers around twice as many items but only half the number of ratings compared

to our dataset. Thus, our dataset provides richer data on each item (Figures 1(a) and 1(b)). The median number of
ratings for books is 19, while for movies it is 3.

(3) Our dataset contains fewer tags than the movie-tag rating dataset (Figures 1(c) and 1(d)), but our manual tag
filtering resulted in fewer duplicates, misspellings and tags with overlapping meanings. Our dataset contains
richer information on tags: the minimum number of ratings per tag is 22 and the median is 76, while for the
movie dataset these numbers are 5 and 30, respectively.
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Fig. 1. Characteristics of our book-tag rating and the movie-tag rating datasets
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Table 2. Mean Absolute Error (MAE) for books with 95% confidence intervals

Method MAE
Average 1.402 ± 0.003
Glmer 0.851 ± 0.005
TagDL 0.752 ± 0.008

(4) Users involved in our survey provided more ratings on average (average: 148, median: 60) compared to users in
the movie survey (average: 86, median: 54) (Figures 1(e) and 1(f)).

(5) The distributions of ratings are similar between the two datasets (Figures 1(g) and 1(h)), except that in our case
the proportion of values with a rating of 1 is higher. This is related to our data collection method: we picked tags
that were the most different for books chosen by the user. This strategy guarantees that tags apply to at least one
of the selected books, but not to all the others. Whereas, during the collection of movie-tag ratings, the authors
mostly showed movies that applied to the current tag at least partially [26].

(6) Our dataset has a higher number (1,251) of item-tag pairs with at least five ratings than the movie-tag rating
dataset (717). A majority of item-tag pairs in both datasets have only one rating (66% for both datasets).

3 GENERATING RELEVANCE SCORES

To choose a method for generating book-tag scores, we compared two state-of-the-art tag relevance prediction methods.
We extracted the following features from the book raw dataset (Table 1) using code published in [16]:

(1) tag-applied (𝑡, 𝑖) – a binary variable indicating whether tag 𝑡 has been applied to item 𝑖;
(2) tag-lsi-sim(𝑡, 𝑖) - similarity between tag 𝑡 and item 𝑖 based on latent semantic indexing [11], where each document

is a set of tags applied to item 𝑖;
(3) text-freq-nostem(𝑡, 𝑖) - number of times tag 𝑡 appears in user reviews of item 𝑖;
(4) text-freq(𝑡, 𝑖) - the same as in (3), but calculated after applying word stemming with Porter stemmer [22] as

implemented in [30];
(5) text-lsi-sim(𝑡, 𝑖) - similarity between tag 𝑡 and item 𝑖 based on latent semantic indexing [11], where each document

is the set of words in user reviews of item 𝑖;
(6) avg-rating(𝑡, 𝑖) - mean rating of item 𝑖;
(7) rating-sim(𝑡, 𝑖) - cosine similarity between ratings of item 𝑖 and aggregated ratings of items tagged with tag 𝑡

(added to shelves for books);
(8) regress-tag(𝑡, 𝑖) - predicted score based on a regression model with tag-applied (𝑡, 𝑖) as the output variable and

the other features as the input variables.

In our experiment, we used 10-fold cross validation and evaluated the prediction methods with extracted features as
predictor variables and collected book-tag ratings as the target variable. To measure the performance of our methods,
we used Mean Absolute Error (MAE). We compared the following methods:

(1) Average - average relevance score in the training dataset.
(2) Glmer - the multilevel nonlinear regression model from [26].
(3) TagDL - the multi-layer perceptron-based model from [16].
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Table 2 shows that TagDL outperforms the Glmer model (around 11% improvement, Mann–Whitney U test, p-value
< 10−4), while the average baseline has the lowest performance, which replicates the results from [16], except the
improvement of TagDL compared to Glmer is higher for books than movies.

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented the book-tag genome, a novel dataset describing the degree to which various tags apply to
books. In particular, we created this dataset so that many of the tags (512/727) correspond to tags in movie-tag genome
to allow research in cross-domain recommendations and associated applications. We made the book-tag genome dataset
including the data for its generation publicly available to encourage future research on this topic.
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